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Highlights 

 dent-like model was selected as the superior model to describe the germination 

rate to temperature.  
 

 For based dent-like model the lower optimum and the upper optimum for the 

germination of Asian spider flower were estimated to be 21.74 and 39.55.  
 

 Cardinal temperatures had no significantly change under different water 

potentials.  
 

 Within creasing temperature until 35 oC resistance this plant increased to salinity.  
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Introduction (Hypothesis and aims) 
 

Germination and seedling emergence of most important plant life stages 

considered is, so successful in this process can influenced entire life stages of a plant. 

This step is affected by environmental factors such as temperature, salinity, moisture 

and oxygen concentrations. Since the initial infection areas mainly through by weed 

seed, so understanding the seed ecology of species is essential.  

 

Other Information (including tables and figures) 

 

Importance 

Asian spider flower (Viscosa Cleome) is belongs to Capparidace. At the present 

very high densities of this weed in the fields of Golestan province East (Kalaleh, 

Galikesh and Ramian) is visible. Increasing the density and dramatic expansion of 

the plant in the region, threatening factor is included for species of diversity in the 

region. Since the factors affecting for seed germination of weed, would be useful to 

prevent them invading new areas and also in making decisions for the selection of 

modern methods of control, so knowing information about environmental needs for 

germination to provide a suitable strategy in the management of this weed 

germination is necessary.  


